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ABSTRACT
Molecular simulations, comprising models with atomic details of
polypeptide and solvent as well as minimalist models employing
only CR atoms, are being used with specialized simulation methods
from statistical mechanics to examine fundamental questions in
peptide and protein folding mechanism, kinetics, and thermody-
namics. Detailed calculations of free energy changes along coor-
dinates describing the formation of hydrogen-bonding interactions
in helical, turn, and â-sheet models provide insights into the time
scale and mechanism of secondary structure formation. Potential
roles for these processes in directing protein folding are also
elucidated by such calculations. Analogous methodologies extended
to more complex polypeptides with tertiary structures (proteins)
are used to explore global questions about protein folding land-
scapes, to delineate atomic details of folding mechanism, and to
elucidate putative roles for solvent in the late stages of folding.

Introduction
A cornerstone of interdisciplinary research, which enve-
lopes chemistry, physics, and biology and includes both
theoretical and experimental research programs, has been
the development of a fundamental framework for under-
standing the processes of protein and peptide folding. In
the four decades since the connection between a polypep-
tide’s one-dimensional sequence and its functional three-
dimensional structure was established by Anfinsen,1 our
views of folding have evolved from the recognition that
folding cannot occur as a simple random search but must
somehow be directed, as noted by Levinthal,2 to a
perspective which viewed folding as proceeding on a
“chemical reaction-like” pathway,2-5 to a global statistical
view of the folding landscape.6-11 Present day views of
folding embrace the encompassing landscape perspective,
which provides a “language” to analyze and categorize
folding scenarios,7 anticipate kinetic and mechanistic
outcomes,11 and formulate design strategies.12

Critical to the advancement of our understanding of
folding has been the development and application of

molecular models and simulation approaches.13,14 These
include simplified models of the polypeptide chain and
its environment, such as lattice-based hydrophobic/
hydrophilic (HP) representations15 and minimalist interac-
tion schemes.16-21 In studies employing this class of
model, often complete information, or nearly so, about
the folding process (free energy, kinetic scheme, and
mechanism) can be elucidated. However, this is generally
at the cost of many details not present in the minimalist
models, e.g., direct hydrogen bonding, competition for
interactions with solvent, etc. Minimalist models thus
serve to help us discover many of the gross and robust
features of folding landscapes, e.g., which specific coor-
dinates are relevant to describe the mechanism of folding
and when folding may be “reduced” to characterization
by a few key variables. They also provide a computational
paradigm for exploring algorithms, sharpening conceptual
issues, and investigating how best to “ask” questions using
more complicated and detailed models.22 This theme has
influenced our own work, as we will illustrate in this
Account, by demonstrating how minimalist models can
be employed to examine symmetry breaking in the
transition state of folding for molecules that are topologi-
cally symmetric, i.e., molecules composed of symmetri-
cally distributed elements of secondary structure.23

Despite the key contributions minimalist models have
made to our understanding of folding, they are generally
not useful in addressing questions where the detailed
atomic nature of the peptide or solvent are important in
the process under study. Detailed atomic models, e.g., all-
atom force fields with explicit solvent, figure significantly
into the extension of conceptual and quantitative issues
of folding when minimalist models fail. Detailed models
have honed our understanding of folding where micro-
scopic interpretations about specific sequences of peptide
are of interest.9,24-27 Our discussions below are motivated
by the efforts in our group over the past 15 years to
develop and apply methods based on detailed atomic
models to problems of peptide and protein folding.

Fundamental to this effort has been the development
and application of biased or umbrella sampling as a
framework for calculations of thermodynamic properties
for folding projected onto important (and predetermined)
progress coordinates.22,28 These free energy surfaces form
the basis for exploring the time scale (kinetic aspects) and
mechanism of folding for peptides and proteins as well
as its thermodynamic properties. They complement meth-
ods that employ strong “denaturing” conditions to study
folding, e.g., the use of extremely high temperatures to
unfold peptides and proteins in solution.24,25,27,29 While
novel insights can (and have) been gained from this type
of molecular simulation, this approach suffers from the
potential problem of yielding only anecdotal characteriza-
tions of the process of interest, reflecting the few specific
initial conditions sampled in the study.22
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Free energy simulations as we shall discuss them here
refer to the application of simulation methods and models
where the primary objective is the calculation of changes
in free energy occurring along a small and specified set of
variables describing the transformation of a physical
system from one well-defined thermodynamic state into
another. In the context of folding these generally refer to
thermodynamic states well described by the nature of their
configurational distributions. In folding of complex
polypeptides such as proteins, such coordinates would
distinguish the folded ensemble from the manifold of
unfolded configurations. Typical variables might be the
radius of gyration, Rg, or the number of native interactions,
CN. Clearly, polypeptides in their folded state will exhibit
relatively small Rg values and relatively large values of CN,
whereas unfolded proteins will exist in conformational
states for which CN is small and Rg is large. Similarly in
describing the formation of localized structures, such as
hydrogen-bonded helical turns or cross-strand hydrogen
bonds in â-sheets, the separation of the hydrogen-bonding
pair, i.e., the NsH‚‚‚OdC distance, is a reasonable progress
coordinate to study the transitions between formed and
unformed hydrogen-bonding partners.

Biased or umbrella sampling free energy simulations
are relatively mature, having been a focal point in
computational statistical mechanics for more than 25
years,30 and their development and application to protein
and peptide folding by our group over the past 15 years
are well-documented.26,28,31-40 What is noteworthy in the
context of this Account is that these methods yield free
energy curves (or surfaces in higher dimensions) that
provide thermodynamic information on populations of
conformational states, mechanistic interpretations of fold-
ing “pathways”, and approximate kinetic time scales
(through the application of transition-state theory or
related kinetic models) for folding processes from detailed
atomic-level descriptions of both peptide and solvent.
Below we illustrate this by first describing results from
work examining the competition between hydrogen-
bonding interactions occurring in secondary structure in
peptides and with water in aqueous solution. We progress
to more complex processes in proteins.

Secondary Structure Stability and Kinetics
Experimental studies during the 1980s were motivated by
the suggestion that the formation of secondary structural
elements may play an important role in determining

protein folding pathways and an interest in elucidating
the interactions that stabilize such structures. These
studies aimed to isolate the sequence of events that
directed the folding of complex polypeptides comprising
protein molecules and to separate the formation of
nativelike secondary structure in solution from the coa-
lescence of nascent secondary structural elements into
folded proteins. Many of these studies focused on isolated
peptide fragments in solution to assess their inherent
“propensity” to form specific elements of localized struc-
tures: turns, helices, and â-hairpins.41-43 Simulation stud-
ies, in turn, focused on peptide folding thermodynamics
and kinetics to complement experiment, providing de-
tailed theoretical models for secondary structure forma-
tion.

Efforts in our laboratory were directed toward address-
ing the question: “What is the worth of a backbone
hydrogen-bond?” We developed simulation methods and
models to examine the contribution of hydrogen bonding
to the stability of secondary structural elements in reverse
turns,32 R-helices,34,37,38 and model â-sheets.31,35 These
calculations represented some of the first attempts to
quantify the balance of forces between solvation and
direct peptide interactions and to provide an atomic level
explanation of this competition. From conformational free
energy pathways for formation of secondary structural
elements, we were able to deduce mechanistic and time
scale information for the elementary steps involved in
structure formation. In Table 1 the thermodynamic and
kinetic consequences of these findings are tabulated. The
outcome can be summarized by noting (a) isolated
hydrogen bonds, or those in exposed elements of second-
ary structure such as turns and helices, provide at best
marginal stability (∼kBT at 298 K) and form and dissolve
in a facile manner on time scales of tens of picosec-
onds,33,34,38 (b) 310-like helical interactions, often with
solvent-mediated hydrogen bonding, occur mechanisti-
cally on the pathway to helix formation,34,44 (c) the
propensity for helical hydrogen bonds to form depends
on the position at which they form, with the C-terminus
providing less stability for nascent hydrogen bonds than
the N-terminus because of the degree that solvent can
penetrate and interact with the potential hydrogen bond-
ing groups,38 and (d) contrasting hydrogen bonding in
exposed helices and turns, hydrogen bonds in modest
model antiparallel â-sheets are significantly stabilized due
to the ability of adjacent â-branched chemical substituents

Table 1. Free Energy of Stability and Approximate Kinetics of Hydrogen Bond Formation for Hydrogen Bonds in
Secondary Structure

secondary structure
stability per

H-bond,a kcal/mol
folding/unfolding

time scale,b ps model reference state

antiparallel â-sheet -2.8 15/10 000 [Ac-ala-NHMe]2 infinite separation
ala-gly type II turn -0.6 N/A Ac-ala-gly-NHMe extended
amide H-bond -0.3 1/25 [formamide]2 infinite separation
1st helical H-bond -0.2 100/10 Ac-(ala)3-NHMe extended
2nd helical H-bond -0.4/-1.0 30/10 Ac-(ala)4-NHMe extended
ala-gly type I turn 2.6 N/A Ac-ala-gly-NHMe extended
pro-gly type I turn 2.6 N/A Ac-pro-gly-NHMe extended

a The precision of these free energy differences is on the order of (10% (see original papers for details). b Time scales are from direct
observation or constructed from barriers on the free energy surfaces and transition state theory using a prefactor of 1 ps.
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to shield hydrogen bonds from competition with sol-
vent.31,35 This suggests that the mis-pairing of â-sheet
interactions may be a source of kinetic traps, influencing
the time scale of protein folding (or possibly misdirecting
the outcome).33,35

Emerging from this early work were models for the
formation of longer helices, built upon the calculated
barriers and equilibrium constants, to examine the specific
role of 310-type helical structures in helix formation45,46 as
well as the time scale for transitions between helical and
coil states in alanine-based helices.47 The former model
utilized information on the relative stability of 310-versus
R-helical interactions in alanine helices and a theory for
the statistical mechanics of helix formation in the spirit
of the Zimm-Bragg model.48 Intermediate formation of this
helical type was found to dominate in short helices under
circumstances that favored 310-hydrogen-bonded interac-
tions.46 The latter (kinetic) theory utilized the stability for
formation of sequential hydrogen bonds in helical pep-
tides and the calculated barriers associated with this
process in a sequential “zipper”-like model of helix
formation kinetics.47 The time scale for helix folding/
unfolding transitions in this model was near 100 ns for
moderate helices (15-20 residues), in coincidence with
earliest fast spectroscopic measurements of helix forma-
tion.49

Folding LandscapessAnalysis of Global
Features of Protein Folding Free Energy
Surfaces
Results from the calculations described above illustrate
how atomic insights for thermodynamic, kinetic, and
mechanistic questions in secondary structure formation
can be built-up from an exploration of the fundamental
events that control this process. In each of these cases,
simple one-dimensional progress coordinates could be
identified and calculations to map the free energy change
along these coordinates were carried out by using um-
brella sampling techniques. While the success of such
calculations was providing insights into the formation of
localized structure in nascent folding chains (or in isolated
peptide fragments), an emerging challenge to the com-
putational community, growing from the theory of protein
folding landscapes, was to address global aspects of
folding free energy landscapes. This challenge required
the development of techniques to extend biased sampling
methods to large and complex systems and the use of
these techniques to extract information relevant to the
more statistical description of folding as suggested by the
landscape theory. Of some particular early interest was
the balance of energy (or more correctly solvent renor-
malized free energy) and conformational entropy in
sculpting the folding funnel believed to dictate the nature
of folding in small single-domain proteins. Critical issues
which delineated the pathway description of the “old
view” from the statistical nature of the “new view”50 were
the distribution of conformational states sampled by a
folding protein as it approached its native conformational

basin and the nature of interactions near the protein
folding “transition state”.

Our efforts combined the approaches being used to
explore protein and peptide unfolding9,24,25,29 with the free
energy simulation methods just described for simple
peptide systems. Our approach utilizes the following
components: sampling different regions of conforma-
tional space between the folded and unfolded states using
methods of high-temperature molecular dynamics or
conformational “pulling”;26,51 assessing and partitioning
the space over which we sampled by clustering;26,39,51,52

employing newly developed umbrella potentials in more
collective folding coordinates, such as the radius of
gyration, Rg,26 or the number of native contacts, CN,39,53,54

to affect sampling in the partitioned regions of confor-
mational space. The sampling from each of these regions
is then combined en total via weighted histogram tech-
niques to yield thermodynamic properties, including the
folding free energy landscape, as a function of the progress
coordinates for folding and under the thermodynamic
conditions of the sampling simulations (usually 298 K or
near the folding transition temperature).22

Folding of Small Helical Proteins Proceeds on a
Smooth Funneled Landscape. In Figure 1 we illustrate
one of our early calculations on the folding of a small
three-helical bundle protein fragment (fragment B of
staphylococcal protein A). We examine the distribution
of distinct conformations (P(S, Rg)) sampled during the
folding process. Progress in folding is measured by the
value of the radius of gyration and the second dimension,
S, indicates the degree of dissimilarity of conformations
sampled as the progress coordinate changes.26,51 We note
that the free energy projected onto Rg for this system
shows a barrier around Rg ) 10.8 Å.26 This three-
dimensional surface illustrates that prior to the transition
state for folding the protein samples a very diverse set of
conformations almost uniformly; as folding progresses
through the transition state, the conformational distribu-
tion narrows significantly. The suggestion following from
this observation is that for protein A there are very many

FIGURE 1. Distribution of protein conformations sampled during
the folding of a three helical bundle protein, fragment B of
staphylococcal protein A. The probability distribution, P(S, Rg) along
the folding coordinate Rg (in Å) and as a function of the conforma-
tional dissimilarity of neighboring protein conformations, S, illustrates
the many-pathway nature of the folding funnel prior to the folding
transition state at Rg ∼ 10.8 Å.
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“pathways” leading to the folding transition state. After
passing beyond this region, however, the number of
entryways to the native basin is drastically reduced. This
picture of many pathways funneling into a few is consis-
tent with the smooth funneled landscape anticipated for
helical proteins of approximately the same size.55

Topology Is a Key Determinant in Folding Mechanism
and Kinetics. Using our approach, the folding free energy
landscapes for more than five proteins (or sets of folding
conditions) have been explored with atomically detailed
models of protein and solvent. In Figure 2 we illustrate
three representative free energy landscapes computed for
proteins of overall structure that varies from all helical
(fragment B of staphylococcal protein A),26,53 to mixed R/â
(fragment B1 of streptococcal protein G),39,54 to all â-barrel
(cold shock protein A from E. coli).22,56 The free energy
surfaces are displayed as contour maps, which indicate
how the free energy varies with changes in the compact-
ness (given by Rg) and the fraction of native interactions

(denoted as F, the ratio of native contacts present, CN,
relative to those occupied under fully native conditions,
CN

0) changes.

Apparent in the comparison of these three representa-
tive surfaces is that their “shapes” differ from one another
in the Rg-F dimensions. Particularly, we note that for the
helical protein, the folding landscape is more diagonal,
providing the mechanistic interpretation that local struc-
ture (helix) formation and native tertiary packing occur
commensurately. For the R/â- and all â-proteins the
surfaces are “L-shaped”, suggesting a nonspecific collapse
precedes formation of the final native interactions. These
observations suggest the possibility of kinetic differences
between the folding of proteins adopting native states
comprised of helical structures and those dominated by
longer-range interactions, with the latter being potentially
slower because of the necessity of “escaping” from
compact, non-native-like traps. These insights are echoed
in the findings of Baker and colleagues who illustrate that
the folding kinetics and positioning of the folding transi-
tion state depend on the extent of nonlocal interactions
present in the native structure’s topology.57

Atomic Interpretation of Folding from
Molecular Simulations
The results gleaned from the detailed calculations of
folding free energy surfaces above reflect the global
aspects of folding and grosser features of the proteins that
control them. By virtue of the exquisite detail that exists
in these calculations, questions may also be posed on
more atomic levels. In what follows, we provide a few
examples to illustrate this point, as well as to demonstrate
the interplay between atomically detailed models and
more minimalist representations in elucidating the un-
derlying physical origins of folding processes not im-
mediately apparent from fully atomic calculations.

Multiple Paths for Helix Formation and Native Pack-
ing in Fragment B of Staphylococcal Protein A. In our
discussions of the global folding landscape for the small
helical protein A fragment we noted that a diverse,
funneled set of “pathways” to the native state exist prior
to crossing the transition region for folding (see Figure
1). From the free energy simulations carried out to
construct the surfaces already illustrated, we may explore
the emergence of populations of localized structure
throughout the folding process. Thus, we examined the
free energy surface for protein A projected onto alternative
coordinates, including the fraction of native hydrogen
bonds and specific hydrogen bonds in each helix.53 Our
observations are consistent with early formation of struc-
ture around the helix I-helix II interface (a proline-
containing turn with flanking hydrophobic residues) and
later formation of the helix II-helix III interface, with
concomitant rearrangement of the helix I-helix II inter-
face.58-60 We also find that there are distinct populations
of helix (at least two) that exist prior to the folding
transition state, suggesting at least two major pathways
proceeding to the native basin. As illustrated in Figure 3,

FIGURE 2. Folding free energy surfaces as a function of the fraction
of native interactions (F) and the radius of gyration (Rg, in Å) for (a)
fragment B of staphylococcal protein A (298 K), (b) segment B1 of
streptococcal protein G (298 K), and (c) cold shock protein A from
E. coli (298 K). Free energy contoured every 0.5 kcal/mol for (a) and
(b) and every 2 kcal/mol for (c).
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where the folding free energy surface is projected onto
coordinates describing the fraction of native helical
hydrogen bonds (FH) and the radius of gyration, Rg, these
pathways involve differing amounts of helix formation. In
one case (labeled path A) more-or-less concomitant
collapse and helical structure formation occur as folding
progresses. In the other (path B), nearly all of the helix
content is present before significant collapse occurs and
folding progresses in a more collision-diffusion man-
ner.4,61

Symmetry Breaking in Folding of Mixed r/â Proteins.
In protein structures that display a topology with a high
degree of symmetry, such as the mixed R/â structure of
segment B1 of streptococcal protein G (GB1) discussed
above (see Figure 2) or its “relative” segment B1 of
peptostreptococcal protein L, one might anticipate a
symmetric transition state for folding in which approxi-
mately equal amounts of structure are formed near the
N- and C-terminus. This, however, is not necessarily the
case because symmetry can be broken by more atomic
level details of the structure and sequence, which can
polarize the transition state through preferential formation
of localized structure.

Kinetic folding studies of GB1 have been characterized
as two-state, although experiments indicate that some
structure forms early in folding. Rapid mixing measure-
ments of fluorescence quenching suggest early formation
of a relatively collapsed metastable state that buries a
tryptophan residue in “rapid” equilibrium with the un-
folded state preceding the rate-limiting barrier crossing
to the native state62 and support earlier work based on

quenched-flow H/D exchange protection and character-
ization of a denaturant-induced unfolded state. These
studies are interpreted to indicate that early collapse
involves formation of structure around the C-terminal
â-hairpin, separating â-strands 3 and 4, and in the middle
and near the N-terminus of the central R-helix.63,64 Our
calculations support this finding and provide more de-
tailed models of the nature of the interactions responsible
for the polarized transition state for GB1.39,54 For the
protein L structure, kinetic analysis of interactions present
in the folding transition state from experiment65,66 suggests
that structure is formed first in the N-terminal hairpin as
well as in the helix.

To explore this symmetry breaking and to further focus
our detailed molecular free energy simulations, we con-
structed minimalist Goj-type models for these two proteins
and examined the similarities and differences in their
folding.23 The Goj-type models were constructed based on
the CR positions of atoms from the native folded protein
structures and used sequence specific interactions be-
tween CR atoms taken from a knowledge-based interac-
tion scheme, “hydrogen-bonding” interactions between
CR atoms to represent secondary structure, and sequence
specific pseudo-torsional potentials.23 Because these mod-
els better capture the sequence-specific details of inter-
residue interactions than those used in earlier studies, we
observe the differential polarization of the folding transi-
tion state as found experimentally. Some of our findings
are presented in Table 2, where we provide an energetic
and (chain) entropic breakdown of the relative stability
of spatially localized interacting segments constructed via
configurational averaging at the folding transition tem-
perature.23 The results show that sequence-dependent
interactions between residues in the N-terminal hairpins
are favored in both protein L and GB1. However, the
polarization of the GB1-folding transition state to favor
the C-terminal hairpin arises from a compensating (and
dominate) influence in the chain entropy difference of the
hairpins that does not exist in protein L. Thus, these two
proteins are guided to fold via polarized, but different,
transition states through details of the protein sequence.

Further support for this model derives from a recent
study in which the N-terminal hairpin of protein G was
redesigned to increase its stability. This redesign led to a
repolarization of the transition state and folding of the
N-terminal hairpin ahead of the C-terminal hairpin.67

Within the context of the models just discussed, we
modified the native CR-based interaction strengths of GB1
to reflect the sequence differences of the two redesigned

FIGURE 3. Folding free energy surface for fragment B of staphy-
lococcal protein A (298 K) as a function of (Rg, in Å) and FH (the
fraction of native helical hydrogen bonds), illustrating alternate
pathways for folding involving differing amounts of helix. Contours
every 0.5 kcal/mol.

Table 2. Thermodynamics Responsible for the Observed Symmetry Breaking in the Mechanism of Folding of
Segment B1 of Streptococcal Protein G and Segment B1 of Peptostreptococcal Protein L

protein G protein L

∆Efold (N-terminal hairpin) -44.8 kcal/mol -55.1 kcal/mol
∆Efold (C-terminal hairpin) -36.2 kcal/mol -47.3 kcal/mol
∆∆Efold (N-term - C-term) -8.5 kcal/mol -7.8 kcal/mol
length of N-terminal hairpin 20 residues 21 residues
length of C-terminal hairpin 14 residues 21 residues
∆∆Sfold (N-term - C-term) -0.032 kcal/mol‚K 0 kcal/mol‚K
-Tf∆∆Sfold (N-term - C-term) 11.4 kcal/mol 0 kcal/mol
∆∆Gfold (N-term - C-term) 2.9 kcal/mol -7.8 kcal/mol
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variants. This resulted in an additional stabilization of -4.1
and -4.9 kcal/mol in the N-terminal hairpin for the two
modified sequences, respectively. These values are larger
than the free-energy difference between the N- and
C-terminal hairpins, which gave rise to the original
C-terminal polarization, suggesting (as observed in recent
experiments)67 that the N-terminal hairpin is likely to fold
first in both mutants. This suggests that the redesign
primarily stabilized the N-terminal hairpin microstates to
overcome the entropy cost associated with the longer
peptide fragment comprising this hairpin.

The Role of Solvent in Lubricating Conformational
Searches during Folding. What is the bane of most
molecular simulations, the inclusion of explicit solvent
representations, is also their boon, by providing details
not present in more simplified models and generally not
easily “visible” through experimental probe. Water is a
critical component in the free energy balance that yields
the exquisite three-dimensional arrangement of function-
ing native proteins. What is also emerging from molecular
simulations of protein folding free energy landscapes is
that it too may play a crucial role in the kinetic and
mechanistic aspects of protein folding. As was presented
above, water has been identified as an important player
in the formation of helical structure and possibly in the
mechanism of R-helix formation/dissolution.

To probe whether water too might play a critical,
explicit role in protein folding, we examined the free
energy surfaces for the folding of two proteins, GB139,54

and the all-â protein src-SH3,22,68 using a unique set of
reaction coordinates that elucidated the role of protein
interior water molecules in the late stages of folding. By
projecting the free energy surface onto coordinates that
describe the loss of core water molecules (Nwat) and the
fraction of native interactions (F), we discovered that a
significant number of water molecules existed in the
protein core late in folding and that these water-
impregnated cores sometimes existed as metastable states
on this free energy landscape. In particular, for the GB1
surface displayed in Figure 4, the solvated core is stabilized
by an excess of four to six buried core water molecules at

values of F corresponding to a metastable minimum on
the Rg-F landscape (see the free energy surface in Figure
2b). Detailed examination of interactions between core
water and the polypeptide chain reveal that they are
generally bridging nascent â-sheet hydrogen bonds, often
between misregistered donor/acceptor partners. From
these observations and similar ones for the src-SH3
domain,22,68 we have postulated that water is serving as a
“lubricant”, facilitating the “search” for correct hydrogen
bonding partners or side chain pairing in the near-native
configurations of the protein. Furthermore, we suggest
that a free energy barrier to folding can exist from the final
expulsion of these water molecules. This novel proposal
points to the potential strength of complementing both
experiment and theory by simulation studies. While this
suggestion awaits confirmation for GB1 and src-SH3, the
complex folding kinetics associated with the evolution of
water-mediated hydrogen bonding interactions may be
the origin of differing relaxation times for trytophan
quenching and transient IR absorbance signals observed
in fast laser T-jump experiments performed on the all-â
protein cold shock protein A.69

Conclusions
In this Account we have outlined how free energy simula-
tions are being used to illuminate the complexities of
peptide and protein folding. Models utilizing complete
representations of the polypeptide chain and solvent can
be combined with simulation methods employing the
techniques of biased sampling to yield the free energy
landscapes fundamental to understanding the energetics,
mechanism, and kinetics of folding. Also extremely useful
are minimalist models that capture the essence of mo-
lecular topology and sequential interactions and allow
complete descriptions of folding within the context of their
simplified format. These models augment and comple-
ment the fully atomic models, and both provide a critical
bridge between analytical theories of protein and peptide
folding and laboratory experiments.

Molecular simulations using these models and methods
have been employed to quantify the balance between
peptide-peptide and peptide-solvent interactions in
hydrogen bond formation in peptides, providing theoreti-
cal insight into the mechanism and time scales of the coil
to helix transition. The general framework of protein
folding landscape theory makes qualitative predictions
regarding the nature of protein conformations approach-
ing the folding transition state; free energy simulations
of specific proteins provide direct confirmatory evidence
for these ideas. In bridging the gap between experimental
observation and molecular interpretation of these data,
computational analyses of folding free energy landscapes
(projected onto a variety of coordinates) have yielded
detailed (and often quantitative) pictures of the order of
appearance of folding “microstates” populated between
the unfolded and folded manifold of states and the specific
and potentially ubiquitous role of water in the late stages
of folding.

FIGURE 4. Free energy surface for core water penetration at 298
K for segment B1 of streptococcal protein G. The surface is
computed as a function of the fraction of native contacts (F) and
the number of core water molecules (Nwat). The free energy contours
are shown every 0.5 kcal/mol.
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Molecular models and free energy simulation methods
are poised to assist in questions of design and direction
in protein engineering and should prove essential in
addressing key questions of atomic interactions in the
formation of misfolded proteins and their attendant
manifestations.70,71 However, challenges remain in the use
of such methods for more direct exploration of protein
folding kinetics and folding of multidomain or multisub-
unit proteins.

I am indebted to a talented group of co-workers who over the
years have pioneered the methods and created the results described
in this work, much of the work discussed in this Account has
appeared in referenced publications they coauthored. Financial
support from the National Institutes of Health (GM48807, GM57513,
and RR12255) is appreciated.
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